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Abstract
Genomes	are	heterogeneous	during	the	early	stages	of	speciation,	with	small	‘islands’	
of	DNA	appearing	to	reflect	strong	adaptive	differences,	surrounded	by	vast	seas	of	
relative	 homogeneity.	 As	 species	 diverge,	 secondary	 contact	 zones	 between	 them	
can act as an interface and selectively filter through advantageous alleles of hybrid 
origin. Such introgression is another important adaptive process, one that allows ben-
eficial	mosaics	of	recombinant	DNA	(‘rivers’)	to	flow	from	one	species	into	another.	
Although	genomic	 islands	of	divergence	appear	to	be	associated	with	reproductive	
isolation, and genomic rivers form by adaptive introgression, it is unknown whether 
islands and rivers tend to be the same or different loci. We examined three replicate 
secondary	contact	zones	for	the	Yosemite	toad	(Anaxyrus canorus)	using	two	genomic	
data	sets	and	a	morphometric	data	set	to	answer	the	questions:	(1)	How	predictably	
different are islands and rivers, both in terms of genomic location and gene function? 
(2)	Are	 the	adaptive	genetic	 trait	 loci	 underlying	 tadpole	growth	and	development	
reliably islands, rivers or neither? We found that island and river loci have significant 
overlap	within	a	contact	zone,	 suggesting	 that	some	 loci	are	 first	 islands,	and	 later	
are predictably converted into rivers. However, gene ontology enrichment analysis 
showed strong overlap in gene function unique to all island loci, suggesting predict-
ability	in	overall	gene	pathways	for	islands.	Genome-	wide	association	study	outliers	
for	tadpole	development	included	LPIN3,	a	lipid	metabolism	gene	potentially	involved	
in	climate	change	adaptation,	that	is	island-	like	for	all	three	contact	zones,	but	also	ap-
pears	to	be	introgressing	(as	a	river)	across	one	zone.	Taken	together,	our	results	sug-
gest that adaptive divergence and introgression may be more complementary forces 
than currently appreciated.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Darwin viewed speciation as a process involving differential ad-
aptation to contrasting environments, by either natural or sexual 
	selection	 (Darwin,	 1859, 1871).	However,	 the	 neo-	Darwinian	 syn-
thesis placed extreme emphasis on the totality of reproductive 
isolation between populations in allopatry, regardless of the role 
selection	played	 (Dobzhansky,	1937; Mayr, 1942).	One	 solution	 to	
these	conflicting	views	came	via	the	‘genic	species’	concept,	which	
imagines incipient species as semipermeable barriers to gene flow, 
with some adaptively divergent genes playing larger roles in repro-
ductive	 isolation	 (Wu,	2001; Wu & Ting, 2004).	 Under	 this	 view,	
blocks of coadapted gene complexes become larger as advantageous 
mutations are clustered together by hitchhiking selection, and these 
genomic	 ‘islands’	 of	 divergence	 are	 closely	 involved	 in	 the	 forma-
tion	of	new	species	(Nosil	et	al.,	2009;	Nosil	&	Feder,	2012; Rundle 
&	Nosil,	 2005).	This	more	nuanced	perspective	 acknowledges	 the	
ongoing	 hybridization	 observed	 at	 multiple	 levels	 of	 organization	
(i.e.,	 from	 lineages	 to	 distant	 species),	 and	 shifts	 the	 focus	 away	
from entire genomes towards genetic loci as the units of speciation 
(Abbott	et	al.,	2013).	Since	the	paradigm	of	genic	speciation,	numer-
ous studies have reported genomic islands of highly differentiated 
loci	surrounded	by	relatively	homogenous	genetic	backgrounds	(e.g.,	
Ellegren et al., 2012; Malinsky et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2005).

If	genes	(and	not	populations	of	organisms)	are	the	units	of	spe-
ciation, a question naturally arises about the numerous genes that 
continue	to	recombine	in	secondary	contact	zones:	What	is	the	con-
sequence of this recombination on the fate of species? One increas-
ingly	common	pattern	found	 in	young	species	 is	 that	hybrid	zones	
generate recombinant diversity, which increases hybrid fitness 
(Arnold	et	al.,	2012;	Arnold	&	Hodges,	1995;	Arnold	&	Martin,	2010).	
Although	 such	heterosis	wanes	 in	 subsequent	 hybrid	 generations,	
what remains are the extreme hybrid phenotypes that result from 
transgressive	 segregation	 (Rieseberg	 et	 al.,	 1999).	 Such	 extreme	
traits likely result from recombination between species when mul-
tiple	 complementary	 genes	 underlie	 those	 traits.	Normally,	 a	 trait	
may be generated by multiple alleles that oppose each other, but re-
combination can shuffle those alleles into an order that amplifies or 
diminishes the trait value beyond what either species had previously 
displayed. Transgressive segregation is most common when the two 
species	 are	more	 inbred,	or	more	genetically	divergent	 (Rieseberg	
et al., 1999).	 If	 it	 is	 adaptive,	 a	 transgressive	hybrid	 trait	 can	 then	
flow	freely	 into	one	or	 the	other	species	by	so-	called	adaptive	 in-
trogression, to an extent that is limited by the balance between 
selection	and	migration	 (Arnold	&	Martin,	2009; Rieseberg, 2011; 
reviewed in Hedrick, 2013).

In contrast to genomic islands of divergence, these adaptive 
recombinant	alleles	can	be	thought	of	as	genomic	 ‘rivers’,	because	
they	are	new	adaptations	that	flow	directionally	from	hybrid	zones	
into	one	species.	Generally,	genomic	rivers	will	flow	into	whichever	
genomic and/or environmental background where it confers the 
highest	fitness.	Hybrid	zones	are	thus	excellent	places	to	study	the	
outcome of ongoing speciation: They are barriers to island loci with 

species-	specific	adaptations	that	may	lower	hybrid	fitness,	but	they	
filter through river loci according to levels of recombinant adaptation 
(Barton	&	Bengtsson,	1986; Barton & Hewitt, 1985; Hewitt, 1988; 
Martinsen et al., 2001).	Many	 examples	 of	 adaptive	 introgression	
are	known	in	plants	(Castric	et	al.,	2008; Whitney et al., 2006),	and	
animals	 (Fraïsse	et	al.,	2014;	Norris	et	al.,	2015; Song et al., 2011),	
including	in	humans	(Hawks	&	Cochran,	2006; Racimo et al., 2015).	
Although	 studies	 of	 genomic	 islands	 and	 rivers	 are	widespread,	 it	
remains unclear whether islands must be different loci than rivers.

In	 the	most	extreme	scenario	 (referred	 to	here	as	 ‘S1’),	 islands	
cannot	 become	 rivers,	 because	 islands	 are	 composed	 of	 ‘specia-
tion	 genes’	 with	 species-	specific	 adaptations	 (Figure 1).	 Hence,	
recombining	 them	would	 lead	 to	 negative	 epistasis	 (Coyne,	 1992; 
Orr et al., 2004).	 The	 idea	 is	 that	 certain	 loci,	whether	 related	 to	
reproduction or not, are predisposed to accumulating Bateson–
Dobzhansky–Muller	 (BDM)	 incompatibilities	 (Cutter,	 2012; Orr 
& Turelli, 2001)	 or	 chromosomal	 rearrangements	 (Kirkpatrick	 &	
Barton, 2006)	 that	 predictably	 lower	 hybrid	 fitness.	 If	 divergence	
islands are predisposed to contain specific genes or mutations, then 
the same island loci should predictably be found across species diver-
gences. This view of speciation genes has been popular until recently 
(Nosil	&	Schluter,	2011).	For	example,	mutations	and	chromosomal	
inversions	near	loci	controlling	skeletal	armour	in	three-	spine	stick-
lebacks have repeatedly evolved between pairs of freshwater and 
marine	populations	(Barrett	et	al.,	2008; Jones et al., 2012).	‘Magic	
traits’	 that	 are	 both	 the	 subject	 of	 divergent	 selection	 and	 cause	
of	 non-	random	 mating	 may	 add	 to	 this	 predictability	 (Servedio	
et al., 2011).	For	example,	 the	two	stickleback	phenotypes	are	as-
sociated	with	body	size,	which	directly	 leads	to	assortative	mating	
(McKinnon	et	al.,	2004; Snyder & Dingle, 1989).	Under	this	view,	is-
land loci should repeatedly become island loci across various contact 
zones,	because	they	are	genomic	regions	biased	towards	predictable	
reproductive incompatibilities. River loci, under this view, should 
form	a	distinct	class	of	genes	that	is	non-	overlapping	with	islands.

There	are	two	primary	alternatives	to	Scenario	S1.	A	second	sce-
nario	(S2)	is	that	islands	reflect	adaptations	which	are	phenotypically	
predictable, but genomically unpredictable, and hence they are not 
biased towards reproductive incompatibilities. Such flexibility may 
allow islands to later transform into rivers if local adaptations are 
recombined	 by	 hybridization	 into	 novel	 and	 even	more	 beneficial	
adaptations. This scenario is most likely if adaptive phenotypes are 
polygenic.	For	example,	different	genes	that	each	play	roles	in	reg-
ulating plumage pigmentation have independently differentiated at 
multiple	crow	contact	zones	(Poelstra	et	al.,	2014; Vijay et al., 2016).	
Each molecular pathway may lead to the same adaptation, but per-
haps be stochastically influenced by genetic draft, background se-
lection,	or	drift	(Cruickshank	&	Hahn,	2014;	Noor	&	Bennett,	2009; 
Wolf & Ellegren, 2017).	In	this	scenario,	recombining	a	divergence	is-
land is unlikely to substantially lower a hybrid's fitness, because each 
island has a small effect on fitness. However, recombination is more 
likely to promote extreme hybrid traits for these island loci because 
they	are	found	at	extreme	allele	frequencies	(Rieseberg	et	al.,	1999).	
Therefore,	 adaptive	 introgression	 may	 co-	opt	 some	 islands	 into	
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rivers, if the recombinant fitness of these rivers surpasses the fit-
ness	 of	 islands	 they	 are	 replacing	 (Jiggins	 et	 al.,	 2008; Martinsen 
et al., 2001; Rieseberg et al., 1999).	Thus,	weakly	selected	island	loci	
may act as fuel for adaptive introgression, which may then erode and 
homogenize	those	islands	(Bay	&	Ruegg,	2017; Clarkson et al., 2014).	
For	example,	an	insecticide-	resistance	mutation	that	was	originally	
a divergence island later introgressed between Anopheles mos-
quito species, with no perceptible effect on reproductive isolation 
or	hybrid	fitness	(Clarkson	et	al.,	2014).	The	expectation	under	this	
scenario would be that islands show genomic inconsistency yet 
functional	 consistency	 across	 contact	 zones,	 while	 some	 loci	 are	
both	islands	and	rivers	in	each	contact	zone.

In	 a	 third	 possible	 scenario	 (S3),	 neither	 islands	 nor	 rivers	
predictably emerge in the same genetic loci, because adaptation 

is not the dominant force affecting divergence or introgression. 
Every locus could reflect unique histories of interacting evolu-
tionary forces such as mutation, drift, recombination and selec-
tion,	the	so-	called	‘n = 1	constraint’	(Beaumont	&	Balding,	2004; 
Buerkle et al., 2011).	This	situation	could	also	arise	if	adaptation—
both	divergent	and	introgressive	adaptation—is	primarily	through	
small-	effect	polygenes	with	 rampant	epistasis	 (Rockman,	2012).	
This scenario would predict loci to sort into islands and rivers 
with no discernible pattern. Of course, S1–S3 are not mutually ex-
clusive or exhaustive of all possible scenarios, but they are meant 
to explain the three most salient patterns found in nature.

We	used	a	series	of	recently	described	contact	zones	between	
four	 lineages	 of	 the	 Yosemite	 toad	 (Anaxyrus canorus; Maier 
et al., 2019)	 to	address	which	of	 these	scenarios	best	describes	

F I G U R E  1 Model	scenarios.	Three	scenarios	describe	alternative	processes	of	island	and	river	formation,	as	described	in	the	text.	In	each	
scenario,	two	hypothetical	hybrid	zones	are	shown,	at	secondary	contact	after	first	diverging	into	red	and	blue	lineages.	Five	chromosomes	
represent	individuals	in	each	lineage	along	a	spatial	cline.	Genomic	location	is	denoted	vertically.	Red	and	blue	genomic	locations	are	
differentiated	loci	inherited	from	red/blue	lineages,	whereas	grey	locations	are	undifferentiated.	Dashes	represent	SNPs.	Loci	with	zero	
gene	flow	(islands)	are	denoted	by	ⓧ.	Loci	experiencing	directional	introgression	(rivers)	are	denoted	by	arrows.	In	Scenario	#2,	rivers	are	also	
formerly	islands.	Asterisks	denote	genes	with	similar	functions,	but	potentially	different	identity	and/or	location.
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incipient	 speciation	 (Figure 2).	 In	 this	 system,	 three	 replicate	
zones	 of	 secondary	 contact	 exist	 for	 lineages	 that	 diverged	
214–732 kya.	Previous	work	on	this	system	also	found	that	inter-	
lineage	admixture	was	extensive	enough	to	promote	lineage	‘fu-
sion’	 for	 two	of	 these	contact	zones,	 raising	 the	possibility	 that	
adaptive introgression is ongoing. Using evolutionary replicates 

can be a powerful way to address alternative hypotheses, partic-
ularly when the focal question involves how predictable a process 
is	in	nature	(Hoekstra,	2006; Hohenlohe et al., 2010; Losos, 1992).	
We tested these hypotheses by first identifying markers as puta-
tive divergence islands, then identifying putative genomic rivers, 
and finally assessing whether there is any predictability to genic 

F I G U R E  2 Study	area	and	contact	zones.	(a)	Primary	study	area	in	Yosemite	National	Park	(YOSE),	CA	includes	approximately	33%	of	
sites	known	to	be	occupied	by	Yosemite	toads.	Bottom	right	inset	shows	the	range	of	Yosemite	toads	in	grey,	and	the	boundaries	of	YOSE	in	
black.	Small	green	polygons	are	all	meadows	within	the	park	(Keeler-	Wolfe	et	al.,	2012).	Solid	black	circles	indicate	all	known	Yosemite	toad	
meadows	identified	between	1915	and	the	present.	Large	circles	indicate	the	meadows	sampled	and	sequenced	in	the	present	study	(n = 90).	
Colours	correspond	to	phylogenetic	lineages	shown	in	panel	(b).	Random	jitter	is	added	to	protect	the	locations	of	this	threatened	species.	
(b)	Previously	identified	ancestral	lineages	and	their	estimated	divergence	dates	(Maier	et	al.,	2019),	including	four	ʹpureʹ lineages, and three 
ʹfusedʹ or ʹadmixedʹ	lineages	(asterisks).	(c)	Three	contact	zones	used	in	the	study:	East-	North	(EN),	East–West	(EW),	and	East-	South	(ES),	
with	two-	way	ancestry	denoted	by	structure barplots.
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patterns	across	three	replicate	contact	zones.	Since	genetic	pre-
dictability	can	manifest	 in	DNA	loci,	or	 in	broader	protein	func-
tion	 (Reid	et	al.,	2000;	Stern	&	Orgogozo,	2008, 2009),	we	also	
assembled and annotated a de novo larval transcriptome to ad-
dress whether genetic patterns are mirrored by gene functional 
patterns.

Additionally,	we	 asked	whether	 genome-	wide	 patterns	 of	 is-
land and river predictability applied to genetic trait loci of adaptive 
importance	for	Yosemite	toad	tadpoles.	Specifically,	we	asked:	Are	
loci underlying growth and development reliably islands, rivers or 
neither?	 The	 Yosemite	 toad	 is	 ostensibly	 under	 greatest	 future	
threat from a warming climate, because its habit of laying eggs in 
shallow ephemeral ponds predisposes the species to mass mor-
tality	when	ponds	desiccate	 (U.S.	Fish	&	Wildlife	Service,	2014).	
These	 toads	 appear	 to	 have	 lineage-	specific	 genomic	 variation	
adapted to varying levels of winter snowpack and summer rainfall 
(Maier	 et	 al.,	 2023).	 Tadpole	 growth	 and	 development	 are	 gen-
erally	 seen	as	a	 life	history	 trade-	off,	where	 faster	development	
comes	at	the	expense	of	smaller	size	at	metamorphosis	(for	a	com-
parative	analysis,	see	Richter-	Boix	et	al.,	2011).	Specialization	on	
shorter hydroperiod ponds generally has a heritable basis, whether 
adaptations	 are	 fixed	 or	 plastic	 (Brady	 &	 Griffiths,	 2000; Leips 
et al., 2000; Lind & Johansson, 2007;	 Morey	 &	 Reznick,	 2004; 
Richter-	Boix	et	al.,	2006, 2011).	Thus,	 it	 is	 reasonable	 to	expect	
adaptive	genetic	differences	between	Yosemite	toad	lineages	ex-
periencing different levels of desiccation.

We tested Scenarios S1–S3 using a previously described 
double-	digest	 Restriction	 Site-	Associated	 DNA	 Sequencing	
(ddRADseq)	data	set,	a	newly	developed	reference	transcriptome,	
and	 a	 tadpole	 morphometric	 data	 set	 collected	 from	 Yosemite	
National	Park.	Our	 analytical	workflow	used	 several	 divergence	
estimators to ensure that putative islands were not artifacts of 
any	 particular	 method	 (Cruickshank	 &	 Hahn,	 2014),	 and	 used	
Bayesian	 genomic	 cline	 analysis	 (Gompert	 &	 Buerkle,	 2011)	 to	
identify likely rivers. Understanding how adaptation and specia-
tion proceed for this federally threatened species is essential, 
because	 long-	term	 population	 declines	 and	 susceptibility	 to	 cli-
mate	change	make	its	future	uncertain	(Brown	et	al.,	2015; Maier 
et al., 2022b, 2023;	U.S.	Fish	&	Wildlife	Service,	2014).	Our	results	
will also bear significantly on the nature of speciation generally, 
by directly testing alternative scenarios of genic speciation in a 
comparative framework.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Sample selection, molecular methods, ddRAD 
sequencing and bioinformatics

We	used	the	previously	described	ddRADseq	haplotype	data	set	
(Maier	et	al.,	2019)	for	all	analyses	of	genetic	differentiation	and	
introgression. Details about the library preparation, sequenc-
ing and bioinformatic parameters used to identify variable loci 

are	described	 therein.	Briefly,	 a	 total	of	535	 individual	Yosemite	
toad	(Anaxyrus canorus)	tadpoles	were	sampled	from	90	meadows	
across	Yosemite	National	Park	(YOSE)	to	maximize	representation	
across	all	known	breeding	locations	(Figure 2).	Meadows	are	cho-
sen as units because population boundaries are highly correlated 
with	meadow	boundaries	(Maier	et	al.,	2022a).	Libraries	were	pre-
pared	using	a	ddRADseq	protocol	(Peterson	et	al.,	2012; Protocol 
S1),	then	sequenced	using	2 × 100 bp	sequencing	on	seven	lanes	of	
an	Illumina	HiSeq	2500	(Illumina	Inc.,	San	Diego,	California,	USA).	
The data set was compiled and analysed with stacks	version	1.19	
(Catchen	 et	 al.,	 2011, 2013)	 and	 assembled	 de	 novo.	Wherever	
quality and coverage thresholds permitted, both reads were 
concatenated into a ~200 bp	 sequence,	 otherwise	 the	 first	 read	
(~100 bp)	was	used.	Instead	of	calling	one	SNP	per	locus,	we	used	
the sequence as the allele for that locus. This gave the data set 
an	 enhanced	 amount	 of	 intra-	locus	 information,	 and	 potentially	
made	it	more	sensitive	to	intra-	locus	recombination	that	can	occur	
within	 admixture	 zones.	 Additionally,	 we	 applied	 the	 following	
quality filters: a minimum 10× depth of coverage per locus, a minor 
allele	frequency	(MAF)	of	0.05,	heterozygosity	less	than	0.5	and	a	
missing	data	frequency	of	0.25.	The	data	set	contains	3261	poly-
morphic	loci	with	a	mean	of	2.29	SNPs/locus	and	2.78	haplotypes/
locus.	Although	tadpoles	were	sampled	from	different	pools	wher-
ever possible, colony	 version	 2.0.6.4	 (Jones	&	Wang,	2010)	was	
used to remove 173 siblings from the data set.

2.2  |  RNA sequencing, transcriptome 
assembly and annotation

A	 full	 de	 novo	 transcriptome	 was	 constructed	 to	 match	 RAD	
loci	 to	 genes	 and	 gene	 functional	 information	 (gene	 ontologies)	
where	available.	For	 full	 details	of	methods,	 see	 the	Supporting 
Information S1. Briefly, three tadpoles were collected from 
throughout	 YOSE,	 and	 libraries	 were	 prepared	 and	 sequenced	
using	 2 × 100 bp	 reads	 on	 an	 Illumina	 HiSeq	 2500.	 A	 complete	
transcriptome was assembled using standard methods in Trinity 
r2014-	02-	04	 (Grabherr	 et	 al.,	 2011; Haas et al., 2013).	We	 an-
notated the transcriptome using the Trinotate suite included in 
Trinity,	using	standard	methods	 (https:// trino tate. github. io/ ).	Bi-	
allelic	SNPs	were	called	across	 the	 transcriptome	using	 the	gatk 
version	4.0.1.2	best	practices	for	RNAseq	(McKenna	et	al.,	2010).	
SNPs	 were	 then	 annotated	 with	 synonymous/non-	synonymous	
effects	 and	 predicted	 protein	 changes	 in	 two	 steps:	 (1)	 Likely	
ORFs	 ≥100	 amino	 acids	 were	 reconstructed	 using	 transdecoder 
version	5.0.2	(Haas	et	al.,	2013);	(2)	SNP	effects	were	annotated	
using ensembl vep	version	92.1	(McLaren	et	al.,	2016).	We	identified	
ddRADseq	markers	that	fall	within	coding	genes	by	performing	a	
blast-	n	nucleotide	search	on	 full	RAD	sequences,	with	 the	 tran-
scriptome	as	the	database.	To	minimize	the	possibility	of	match-
ing paralogs, we only allowed ungapped alignments with no more 
than	three	mismatches	beyond	the	known	RAD	SNPs,	with	an	e-	
value	cut-	off	of	1 × 10−6.
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2.3  |  Defining lineages and admixture zones

Four	 ‘pure’	 lineages	 (Y-	North,	 Y-	East,	 Y-	South,	 Y-	West)	 exist	 in	
YOSE,	and	due	to	the	topographic	barriers	of	Merced	and	Tuolumne	
Rivers,	there	are	three	contact	zones	(Figure 2; Maier et al., 2019).	
Those	 include	 East-	North	 (hereafter	 ‘EN’),	 East-	West	 (‘EW’)	 and	
East-	South	 (‘ES’).	Admixed	or	 ‘fused’	 lineages	 are	 found	 in	 the	EN	
and	 ES	 contact	 zones.	 Genomic	 cline	methods	 can	 identify	 intro-
gressed	loci	based	on	their	departure	from	genome-	wide	patterns	of	
admixture,	but	they	require	a	definition	of	pure	(i.e.,	parental)	allele	
frequencies. To screen individuals as putatively admixed, we used 
a	 four-	step	 process:	 (1)	We	 ran	 structure	 version	 2.3.4	 (Pritchard	
et al., 2000)	five	times	for	5.0 × 105	steps	and	1.0 × 105	burn-	in	with	
K = 2	ancestral	populations	to	find	individuals	with	dual	ancestry;	(2)	
we used newhybrids	 version	 1.1	 (Anderson	&	Thompson,	2002)	 to	
screen	 for	 signal	 of	 recent	 admixture;	 (3)	we	 used	 the	hiest pack-
age	(Fitzpatrick,	2012)	in	R	(R	Core	Team,	2023)	to	screen	for	more	
advanced	(>2	generations)	admixture;	and	(4)	we	performed	a	prin-
cipal	components	analysis	(Jombart,	2008)	on	genotypes	to	assess	
whether putatively admixed individuals identified in Steps 1–3 clus-
tered	separately	and	intermediate	from	pure	individuals.	Any	mead-
ows lacking individuals with evidence of admixture were thereafter 
considered	 ‘pure’.	 Sample	 sizes	 (individuals;	meadows)	 for	 contact	
zones	were	as	follows:	EN	(n = 184;	n = 39),	ES	(n = 162;	n = 42)	and	
EW	 (n = 132;	 n = 33).	 Sample	 sizes	 of	 pure	 meadows	 were	 as	 fol-
lows:	EN	(n1 = 30,	n2 = 49;	n1 = 6,	n2 = 10),	ES	(n1 = 27,	n2 = 61;	n1 = 10,	
n2 = 18)	and	EW	(n1 = 33,	n2 = 41;	n1 = 10,	n2 = 10).

2.4  |  Finding genomic islands of divergence

We defined genomic islands of divergence as loci with unusually 
high divergence among lineages. Three separate metrics were used 
to	avoid	bias	that	may	be	associated	with	any	single	approach	(see	
Supporting Information S1).	First,	we	performed	a	hierarchical	mo-
lecular	analysis	of	variance	(amova; Excoffier et al., 1992)	on	each	
marker at the level of lineages, while accounting for variance at the 
level of meadows and individuals. We used the amova function in 
the R package pegas	 (Paradis,	2010),	 and	 extracted	ΦST represent-
ing	between-	lineage	variance	using	the	getphi function. Second, we 
calculated DXY	(Nei,	1987),	an	absolute	measure	of	sequence	diver-
gence that quantifies the average number of nucleotide differences 
among lineages. DXY only reflects differences that accumulated since 
the	lineages	split	(as	well	as	ancestral	polymorphism),	and	thus	is	un-
affected	by	levels	of	intra-	lineage	diversity.	We	calculated	DXY using 
custom R scripts. ΦST and DXY provide independent measures of di-
vergence but are correlated with each other. Third, we calculated 
Slatkin	and	Maddison's	 ‘s’	 statistic	 (Slatkin	&	Maddison,	1989),	 the	
number of parsimony steps required for each gene tree to be con-
gruent	with	the	‘true’	lineage	tree	(Figure 2)	using	dendropy version 
4.4.0	 (Sukumaran	&	Holder,	2010).	This	cladistic	measure	 is	 sensi-
tive to lowered gene flow or increased selection, which should both 
cause gene trees to be more congruent with the lineage tree. Input 

gene	trees	were	generated	using	the	BIONJ	neighbour	joining	algo-
rithm in the ape	package	(Gascuel,	1997; Paradis et al., 2004),	with	
the	Kimura	2-	parameter	model	of	evolution	(Kimura,	1980).	For	all	
three	metrics,	markers	were	considered	statistical	outliers	if	they:	(a)	
exceeded	the	95th	quantile	of	marker-	wide	values,	and	(b)	rejected	
the	null	hypothesis	of	no	differentiation,	based	on	2.5 × 104 permu-
tations	 at	 the	Bonferroni-	corrected	� = .05	 level	 (adjusting	 for	 the	
number	of	loci	examined	in	each	contact	zone).	We	refer	to	markers	
that passed two out of three tests as outliers, and those passing all 
three	tests	as	stringent	outliers	(both	hereafter	‘divergence	islands’).	
Computations were performed using custom R scripts.

2.5  |  Finding genomic rivers using genomic 
cline analysis

We defined genomic rivers as loci with aberrant genomic clines 
suggestive	 of	 adaptive	 introgression.	We	 estimated	 locus-	specific	
genomic	 clines	 for	 each	 contact	 zone	 using	 bgc version 1.03 
(Gompert	&	Buerkle,	2011, 2012).	A	genomic	cline	is	a	function	of	
how, for each locus, the proportion of alleles shifts along an average 
genomic	hybridization	gradient	(between	pure	lineages	‘A’	and	‘B’).	
Locus-	specific	patterns	of	ancestry	(�ih)	can	differ	from	the	genome-	
wide	average	(h,	i.e.,	hybrid	index),	if	a	locus	introgresses	direction-
ally into one lineage more or less than average. Two parameters are 
used	 to	 describe	 this	 ‘excess	 ancestry’:	 cline	 center	 (�i)	 and	 cline	
steepness	(� i):

The cline center parameter �i	indicates	increases	(positive	values)	
or	decreases	(negative	values)	 in	the	 ‘extent’	of	ancestry	from	one	
specific	 lineage,	 for	one	marker	 relative	 to	genome-	wide	expecta-
tions. The cline steepness parameter � i	indicates	increases	(positive	
values)	or	decreases	 (negative	values)	 in	 the	 ‘rate’	of	 introgression	
from one specific lineage, representing levels of pairwise linkage 
disequilibrium for that marker compared with all others. Simulations 
have shown that selection against hybrids that leads to reproduc-
tive isolation, such as underdominance or pairwise epistasis, can 
impact	either	parameter	(�i or � i)	(Gompert	et	al.,	2012;	Gompert	&	
Buerkle, 2011, 2012).	However,	adaptive	introgression	that	favours	
homozygous	genotypes	by	directional	selection	should	only	impact	
�i	(Gompert	&	Buerkle,	2011).	Therefore,	we	chose	to	interpret	ex-
treme �i values as evidence for adaptive introgression.

The bgc method uses a Bayesian framework to estimate the 
probability of an individual with hybrid index h inheriting a gene copy 
at locus i 	 from	the	Y-	East	 lineage	(defined	here	as	�ih).	The	Y-	East	
lineage	is	chosen	for	convenience,	since	all	contact	zones	contain	it;	
the probability for a contrasting lineage is defined by 1 − �ih. We ran 
models 3×	each	for	5.0 × 105	steps	and	1.0 × 105	burn-	in	to	check	for	
convergence, sampling every 20th step with default settings, except 
that MCMC tuning parameters were increased 2× to increase mixing 
of	the	chain.	If	a	marker	had	95%	equal-	tailed	posterior	probability	

�ih = h + 2
(

h + h2
)(

�i + � i(2h − 1)
)
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credible intervals of �i	that	did	not	include	the	genome-	wide	average	
value	(zero),	it	was	designated	a	‘genomic	river’.

2.6  |  Estimating genome- wide and 
outlier- specific migration

Given	the	 recent	discussion	over	whether	divergence	 islands	 truly	
represent regions that are barriers to migration, we estimated 
the rates and symmetries of migration. Once island and river 
loci were identified, we used migrate- n	 version	 3.6.11	 (Beerli	 &	
Felsenstein,	2001)	to	compare	rates	and	direction	of	gene	flow	for	
each	marker	class	(all	markers,	 islands,	rivers	with	positive	a, rivers 
with negative a),	and	for	each	contact	zone.	To	reduce	the	number	
of	parameters,	each	contact	zone	was	classified	into	three	popula-
tions:	 P1,	 P2,	 and	 admixed,	 and	modelled	 under	 a	 stepping-	stone	
scenario	(migration	of	P1	and	P2	through	the	admixed	population).	
Each model was run 10×	each	for	2 × 106	steps	with	2 × 104	burn-	in,	
using four MCMC chains with static heating.

2.7  |  Comparative analyses

We tested the null hypothesis of no association for genetic loci 
among	the	different	categories	of	outlier	locus	(six	total—islands	vs.	
rivers,	 across	 three	 contact	 zones)	 in	 several	ways.	 First,	we	used	
pairwise	Fisher's	exact	tests	to	test	for	locus	overlap	between	each	
pair of groups, given the number of loci examined and a p-	value	cor-
rection for multiple tests. We implemented this using the geneoverlap 
package	in	R	(https://	github.	com/	shenl	ab-		sinai	).

Second, we tabulated gene ontology terms for each out-
lier locus where that information was available, and performed a 
Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel	 (CMH)	 chi-	squared	 test	 for	 count	 data	
(Agresti,	 2002)	 to	 determine	 whether	 gene	 functional	 categories	
are	 conditionally	 independent	 in	 each	 stratum.	 Gene	 ontologies	
(GO)	 categorize	gene	products	based	on	biological	 processes,	 cel-
lular components and molecular functions. We used Level 2 of the 
GO	term	hierarchy,	which	gives	highly	specific	categories.	First,	we	
tested	 for	 independence	 of	GO	 terms	 by	 islands	 and	 rivers	while	
accounting	for	contact	zone,	and	then	we	tested	for	independence	
of	GO	terms	by	contact	zone,	while	accounting	for	marker	type.	To	
understand	which	specific	GO	terms	are	sorting	by	contact	zone	and	
marker type, we also performed a hierarchical clustering analysis on 
the	level	of	GO	enrichment	or	depletion,	using	the	hclust package in 
R.	Enrichment	was	calculated	using	two-	tailed	Fisher's	exact	tests	on	
counts	of	each	GO	term	compared	with	expected	values	by	group.	
We multiplied the sign of the odds ratio by the − log10(p − value) to 
get	 level	of	enrichment	 (positive)	or	depletion	 (negative;	 Janoušek	
et al., 2015;	Sánchez	et	al.,	2007).	We	removed	GO	terms	that	were	
only	enriched	by	a	single	group	(singletons,	e.g.,	only	EN	Islands)	be-
fore clustering them.

Finally,	we	performed	another	pair	of	CMH	tests	 (as	described	
above)	 to	 test	 whether	 severity	 of	 SNP	 effects—for	 example,	

missense	mutations—differs	by	either	contact	zone	or	marker	type.	
Given	the	low	proportion	of	RAD	markers	that	successfully	matched	
to gene annotations, we slightly lowered the threshold for defining 
islands	and	rivers	in	tests	that	relied	upon	gene	or	SNP	annotations.	
To	 accomplish	 this,	we	 used	one-	tailed	 and	 two-	tailed	 95%	 confi-
dence intervals for islands and rivers, respectively.

2.8  |  Power analyses

Although	we	identified	island	and	river	 loci	using	95%	quantiles	of	
genome-	wide	values,	this	threshold	could	in	principle	be	increased	
to more confidently isolate adaptive loci from neutrally evolv-
ing ones. However, our comparative analyses should be robust to 
false-	positive	 results	 of	 adaptation	 (yet	 vulnerable	 to	 false	 nega-
tives)	 because	 patterns	 of	 neutral	 locus	 overlap	 across	 replicate	
contact	zones	should	be	insignificant	or	random.	Nevertheless,	we	
performed	power	analyses	 to	evaluate	whether	95%	quantiles	are	
a reasonable threshold for our data set, or whether more stringent 
cut-	offs	have	sufficient	power	to	test	our	hypotheses.

For	both	Fisher's	exact	tests	and	CMH	tests,	we	simulated	1000	
data sets using loci obtained from quantile thresholds ranging from 
0.90	to	0.99,	 in	0.01	increments.	Given	that	the	95%	quantile	data	
set	produced	significant	results	(see	Section	3),	we	calculated	power	
(1 − �)	as	the	proportion	of	simulated	data	sets	that	correctly	reject	
the null hypothesis at the corrected �	level	of	0.05.	For	insignificant	
results, we also estimated the factor increase in genetic markers 
necessary to reject the null.

2.9  |  Loci related to tadpole growth and 
development: islands or rivers?

We opportunistically recorded the total length and larval 
stage—field	 categories	 of	 Gosner	 (1960)	 stages—for	 1725	 sam-
pled	 tadpoles	 from	97	meadows	 throughout	 YOSE	 during	 Years	
2012–2013.	We	used	 these	 data	 to	 conduct	 a	 genome-	wide	 as-
sociation	study	(GWAS),	to	identify	SNPs	likely	involved	in	larval	
growth	 and	 development.	We	 first	modelled	 overall	 growth-	by-	
development using polynomial regression, where growth was an 
nth degree polynomial of developmental stage. We tested be-
tween one and six polynomial terms, and compared model fit using 
Bayesian	Information	Criterion	(BIC)	with	the	comparelm function 
in the rcompanion	 package,	 as	well	 as	with	 an	ANOVA.	Tadpoles	
were only measured once, so we treated deviation from the over-
all	growth-	developmental	curve	as	evidence	for	a	tadpole's	phe-
notypic	 deviation;	 residuals	 for	 535	 genotyped	 individuals	were	
modelled	against	1302	SNP	loci,	and	a	fixed	effects	model	using	
population	structure	as	a	covariate	was	fit	to	each	SNP	with	the	
lmem.gwaser	 package	 (Quero	 et	 al.,	 2018).	 Population	 structure	
was determined using principal component analysis; all significant 
eigenvectors	 at	 the	 0.05	 significance	 level	were	 included	 as	 co-
variates to reduce false discovery. Candidate loci were designated 
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with	the	SNP	effect	p-	value	cut-	off	of	− log10

(

5 × 10−6
)

, which we 
chose to be more conservative than the typical Bonferroni thresh-
old of − log10

(

3.8 × 10−5
)

,	that	is,	0.05/1302.	Spatial	genetic	pat-
terns	for	candidate	loci	were	visualized	using	the	adegenet package 
(Jombart,	2008).

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Transcriptome assembly quality

The	transcriptome	assembly	contained	285,751	components	(pu-
tative	 ‘genes’),	 with	 50%	 of	 assembled	 nucleotides	 residing	 in	
transcripts	1571 bp	or	 longer	 (defined	as	 the	N50).	Out	of	1485	
unique	 RAD	 sequences	 that	 passed	 quality	 thresholds	 in	 the	
three	 contact	 zones,	 653	 successfully	 matched	 transcripts.	 For	
full details of transcriptome assembly quality, see the Supporting 
Information S1.

3.2  |  Extent of admixture zones

structure and newhybrids analyses delineated the extent for each of 
the	three	secondary	contact	zones,	and	along	with	hiest/PCA	analy-
ses	also	revealed	differences	in	overall	admixture	levels	(Figures S1–
S3).	 The	 EN	 contact	 zone—also	 the	 oldest	 contact	 zone—was	 the	
most	geographically	expansive	of	all	three	contact	zones	and	showed	
an	even	distribution	of	hybrid	index	(h)	values	(Figure S1).	Although	
PCA	 showed	 hybrid	 genotypes	 intermediate	 between	 pure	 geno-
types	in	all	contact	zones,	EN	hybrids	were	particularly	intermixed	
with pure genotypes. hiest	and	PCA	showed	a	mix	of	putatively	re-
cent and advanced hybrids clustering together, supporting an overall 
picture	of	recent	and	widespread	admixture	in	the	EN	contact	zone.

Admixture	was	not	uniform	across	contact	zones.	More	individ-
uals	(n = 105)	and	meadows	(n = 23)	were	defined	as	admixed	for	the	
EN	contact	zone	than	for	the	ES	(n = 74	individuals,	n = 14	meadows)	
and	EW	 (n = 58	 individuals,	n = 13	meadows)	 contact	 zones.	These	
two	contact	zones	showed	the	opposite	pattern,	namely	narrower	
zones,	with	more	distinct	clustering	of	hybrid	genotypes	(Figures S2 
and S3).	One	possible	reason	for	this	discrepancy	is	the	difference	in	
contact	zone	type:	These	two	younger	contact	zones	are	low–high-	
elevation	 contrasts,	 whereas	 the	 EN	 contact	 zone	 is	 a	 high–high	
contrast	(see	Maier	et	al.,	2019).	However,	with	a	paucity	of	contact	
zones	to	study,	it	cannot	be	known	for	certain	whether	climatic	di-
vergence	is	the	primary	force	in	shaping	the	dynamics	of	the	EN,	ES	
and	EW	contact	zones.

3.3  |  Genomic islands: divergence outliers

We	initially	removed	loci	from	each	contact	zone	that	were	invari-
ant	 in	 the	pure	meadows,	 fell	 below	a	MAF	of	0.05,	or	had	zone-	
specific missing data levels >0.5.	After	 applying	 these	 thresholds,	

we	retained	1126	EN	loci,	1138	ES	loci	and	925	EW	loci	(the	total	
number	of	unique	 loci	across	all	zones	was	1485).	The	same	 locus	
sets	were	used	in	all	subsequent	analyses.	Divergence	islands	(loci	
passing	two	of	three	tests)	were	attained	 in	numbers	roughly	pro-
portional	to	these	overall	 locus	counts:	EN	(n = 37),	ES	(n = 43)	and	
EW	(n = 15).	For	loci	passing	all	three	tests	(stringent	outliers),	these	
counts	were:	EN	(n = 14),	ES	(n = 15)	and	EW	(n = 1).	Values	of	hier-
archical ΦST and DXY were positively correlated, especially closer to 
the	upper	tails	of	the	distributions	(Figure 3).	The	cladistic	measure	
of	divergence	‘s’	had	a	more	nuanced	relationship	with	hierarchical	
ΦST and DXY	(Figures S4–S6).	However,	neighbour	joining	trees	based	
on concatenated divergence islands were strikingly effective at gen-
erating	the	‘correct’	lineage	phylogeny;	in	comparison,	an	equivalent	
number of loci chosen randomly from the interquartile range of DXY 
values	did	not	recover	the	correct	topology	(Figure 3).

3.4  |  Genomic rivers: introgression outliers

Log likelihood values and parameters converged across replicate 
bgc runs and replicate � and � estimates were highly correlated 
(�	 of	 .76–.93),	 so	 all	 chains	 were	 combined	 into	 a	 single	 estimate	
(Figures S7 and S8).	Estimates	of	� showed an abundance of outliers 
in	the	EN	contact	zone	(n = 193;	Figure 4),	supporting	the	pattern	of	
higher	admixture	found	earlier	for	that	contact	zone	(Figure S1).	The	
other	 two	 contact	 zones	 had	 comparatively	 few	�	 outliers	 (n = 47	
for ES; n = 15	 for	EW).	The	majority	of	 these	� outliers were posi-
tive,	meaning	clines	are	shifted	toward	Y-	East,	and	more	introgres-
sion	from	Y-	East	compared	with	the	reverse	direction.	Overall,	the	
range of �	 values	 estimated	 was	 larger	 and	 more	 even-	tailed	 for	
EN	 (min = −0.62,	 max = 0.71)	 compared	 with	 the	 ES	 (min = −0.37,	
max = 0.65)	and	EW	(min = −0.38,	max = 0.54)	ranges.

The parameter �	ranged	from	−0.5	to	0.52,	but	the	95%	CI	over-
lapped	zero	for	all	 loci.	As	noted	earlier,	� is more associated with 
forms of selection such as underdominance or pairwise epistasis 
that may confer reproductive isolation, and hence, we solely used � 
to identify introgression outliers. However, it is interesting to note 
that � and � had a strong positive correlation in the two younger 
contact	zones	(�	of	0.25–0.30),	and	a	small	but	significantly	negative	
correlation	for	the	EN	contact	zone	(�	of	−0.11),	indicating	the	pos-
sibility that divergence and introgression have a different dynamic 
in	that	contact	zone	(Figures S9–S11).	DXY and � were all positively 
correlated,	as	expected	(�	of	0.15–0.26).	The	parameter	estimates	of	
� and � are likely accurate because they were repeatable across rep-
licate bgc runs, and because all genomic cline estimates were based 
on	sufficient	coverage	of	hybrid	index	values	(Figure 4).

3.5  |  Direction of migration for islands 
versus rivers

migrate- n results generally supported the overall expectations 
(Figure 5).	Divergence	 islands	 as	 a	 group	were	migrational	 sinks	
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(net	gene	flow	 into	hybrid	zones),	as	would	be	expected	 if	 those	
markers are somewhat deleterious for hybrids possessing them. In 
contrast,	genomic	rivers	(divided	into	negative	and	positive	� val-
ues)	had	asymmetric	migration	rates	into	one	lineage.	For	example,	
positive �	 rivers	 (which	 contain	 excess	 Y-	East	 lineage	 ancestry)	
showed	 highest	 migration	 between	 the	 Y-	East	 lineage	 and	 the	
admixture	zone,	suggesting	introgression	from	the	Y-	East	lineage.	
In the negative rivers, where introgression is expected from the 
other	 (non-	Y-	East)	 lineage,	patterns	were	 slightly	more	nuanced.	
One	 river	 had	 the	 same	 pattern	 (i.e.,	 EN	 had	 elevated	 Y-	North-	
admixed	migration),	and	the	other	two	had	net	migration	towards	
Y-	East.	Collectively,	rivers	in	each	admixture	zone	appeared	to	act	
as migration sources, with net migration radiating away from the 
admixture	zone.

3.6  |  Results of comparative analyses

Within	each	contact	zone,	we	found	significant	overlap	between	
the	 identity	 of	 loci	 for	 islands	 and	 rivers	 (Figure 6).	 Pairwise	
Fisher's	exact	tests	found	odds	ratios	of	6.88	for	the	EN	contact	
zone	(p = 7.4 × 10−7),	20.46	for	the	ES	contact	zone	(p = 7.9 × 10−11),	
and	17.10	for	the	EW	contact	zone	(p = 4.6 × 10−2),	after	correct-
ing p-	values	with	the	Benjamin–Hochberg	method.	No	such	pat-
tern of significant locus overlap was found for islands as a group, 
or	 rivers	 as	 a	 group.	 No	 other	 group	 combinations	 had	 signifi-
cant overlap, given their respective locus counts, and no locus 
was unique to islands or rivers only. This suggests that within a 
particular	contact	zone,	highly	introgressed	loci	may	derive	from	
highly diverged loci.

F I G U R E  3 Genomic	islands	of	divergence.	Loci	with	extreme	differentiation	between	pure	individuals,	at	three	contact	zones.	
(a)	Scatterplots	of	hierarchical	ΦST by DXY,	showing	loci	in	the	95th	quantile	that	are	significantly	different	than	zero;	red = outlier	loci	for	ΦST, 
DXY, and Maddison and Slatkin's ʹs ,ʹ	pink = outliers	in	two	out	of	three	tests.	(b,	c)	Neighbour	joining	trees	from	RAD	sequences	at	the	level	
of	haplotypes	(i.e.,	2×	number	of	individuals).	Loci	used	are	either	islands	only	(b)	or	an	equivalent	number	of	loci	chosen	randomly	from	the	
interquartile range of all DXY	values	(c),	for	comparison.	Black	and	grey	branches	represent	ancestry	from	the	pure	lineages	in	that	contact	
zone.	The	red	branch	in	(b)	highlights	the	fact	that	island	loci	produce	reciprocal	monophyly	of	lineages.
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10 of 23  |     MAIER et al.

In contrast, when considering only gene functional catego-
ries,	 we	 found	 that	 islands	 (across	 contact	 zones)	 form	 a	 func-
tional group that is significantly different than rivers. The CMH 
chi-	squared	test	for	independence	of	marker	class	(i.e.,	islands	vs.	
rivers)	across	GO	categories	was	significant	(M2 = 360.31,	df = 260,	
p = 3.71 × 10−5),	 when	 accounting	 for	 differences	 across	 contact	
zones.	We	used	 a	Woolf	 test	 to	 check	 that	 all	 odds	 ratios	were	
homogenous across strata, to make sure the CMH test was appro-
priate;	we	 found	no	 three-	way	 association	of	 odds	 ratios	 across	
strata	(χ2 = .007,	df = 2,	p = .9965),	indicating	the	CMH	assumption	
was	not	violated.	However,	post	hoc	tests	showed	that	no	island-	
river	 pair	 was	 significant	 within	 each	 contact	 zone	 (EN:	 p = .93,	
ES: p = 1.0,	EW:	 .06).	This	 is	 likely	due	 to	 low	counts	 in	pairwise	
comparisons	(mean	count:	0.56	per	cell).	The	opposite	pattern	was	
not	found;	namely,	a	CMH	test	for	independence	of	contact	zones	
while	accounting	 for	marker	class	was	 insignificant	 (M2 = 389.93,	
df = 520,	p = 1.0).

This pattern of functional difference between islands and riv-
ers	was	strongly	supported	by	hierarchical	clustering	of	GO	terms	
(Figure 7).	Most	GO	terms	 that	were	enriched	 in	more	 than	one	
group	 were	 enriched	 for	 all	 three	 sets	 of	 island	 loci.	 Although	
many	GO	terms	were	enriched	for	all	islands	and	depleted	in	riv-
ers,	low	sample	sizes	prevented	the	odds	ratios	for	these	depleted	
river	terms	from	being	significantly	different	than	zero.	There	was	
less	 evidence	 of	 functional	 (GO	 term)	 overlap	 between	 islands	

and	 rivers	 in	 each	 contact	 zone;	 however,	 some	 GO	 terms	 did	
conform	to	this	pattern	(Figure 7).	 In	total,	61	specific	GO	terms	
differentiated	 islands	from	rivers,	whereas	36	specific	GO	terms	
were	unique	 to	 islands	 and	 rivers	 of	 a	 specific	 contact	 zone.	Of	
this	 latter	 category,	 10,	 23	 and	3	 terms	were	 unique	 to	 the	EN,	
ES	and	EW	contact	zones,	respectively	(Table S1).	These	patterns	
were	based	entirely	on	highly	specific	 (Level	2)	GO	term	catego-
ries.	Sorted	into	broader	GO	categories	(‘biological	process’,	 ‘cel-
lular	 component’,	 ‘molecular	 function’),	 the	 functional	 profiles	
of	 ‘island-	only’,	 ‘EN-	only’,	 ‘ES-	only’,	 and	 ‘EW-	only’	were	 distinct	
(CMH	test;	M2 = 25.063,	df = 6,	p = .0003;	Table 1).	However,	when	
these	 latter	 three	groups	were	 lumped	 into	a	 ‘zone-	only’	 group-
ing, there was no significant difference in functional profile be-
tween	‘island-	only’	and	‘zone-	only’	 (CMH	test;	M2 = 4.069,	df = 2,	
p = .1308).	Overall,	 this	 suggests	 that	 island	 loci	 are	 functionally	
the	most	distinct	grouping,	yet	each	contact	zone	has	island/river	
loci with unique functional patterns.

We	also	 tested	whether	 ‘type’	of	SNP	 (i.e.,	 the	effect	of	 that	
SNP	 on	 gene	 function)	 is	 characteristic	 of	marker	 class,	 contact	
zone,	 or	 neither	 (Figure 8).	 We	 used	 the	 SNP	 effect	 categories	
defined by vep:	low	(no	protein	change),	moderate	(e.g.,	missense),	
high	 (e.g.,	 nonsense)	 and	modifier	 (non-	coding,	 e.g.,	 3′ UTR vari-
ant).	Using	 a	CMH	chi-	squared	 test	 for	 independence,	we	 found	
a	 significant	 difference	 in	 counts	 of	 SNP	 type	 by	 marker	 class	
(M2 = 10.363,	df = 3,	p = .0157),	and	by	contact	zone	(M2 = 19.702,	

F I G U R E  4 Genomic	rivers	of	introgression.	Bayesian	genomic	clines	for	each	contact	zone:	(a)	East-	North	(EN),	(b)	East-	South	(ES),	and	
(c)	East-	West	(EW).	All	loci	passing	quality	and	frequency	thresholds	are	shown,	with	genomic	rivers	highlighted	in	blue.	Rivers	are	loci	for	
which	95%	credible	intervals	of	its	�	estimate	exclude	zero.	Hence,	rivers	can	be	extreme	positive	(above	stippled	line)	or	negative	(below	
stippled	line)	values,	for	loci	containing	excess	Y-	East	(positive)	or	Y-	North/Y-	South/Y-	West	(negative)	ancestry.	A	histogram	of	observed	
genomic	hybrid	indices	(h)	is	displayed	above	each	plot,	with	a	box	highlighting	the	region	of	the	plot	for	which	h was observed.
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    |  11 of 23MAIER et al.

df = 6,	p = .0031).	Woolf	 tests	 showed	 that	 odds	 ratios	were	 ho-
mogenous	 across	 strata	 for	 both	 marker	 class	 (χ2 = .243,	 df = 2,	
p = .8857)	and	contact	zone	(χ2 = .024,	df = 1,	p = .8763),	in	line	with	
CMH	 assumptions.	 To	 pinpoint	which	 SNP	 types	were	most	 im-
portant	in	differentiating	the	three	contact	zones,	we	pooled	the	
data across both marker types and performed a standard Pearson's 
chi-	squared	test.	The	residuals	from	the	chi-	squared	test	show	that	
a	different	SNP	type	predominates	in	each	contact	zone:	moderate	
(EN),	non-	coding	(ES)	and	low	(EW).	To	pinpoint	which	SNP	types	
were most important in differentiating the two marker types, we 
pooled	 the	 data	 across	 all	 three	 contact	 zones	 and	 performed	 a	

standard	 Pearson's	 chi-	squared	 test.	 The	 residuals	 from	 the	 chi-	
squared test show that differences between islands and rivers 
were	 driven	 almost	 entirely	 by	 non-	coding	 (possibly	 regulatory)	
and	low-	effect	SNPs.

3.7  |  Power analyses

Simulations	 of	 power	 found	 that	 our	 significant	 results	 (found	
using	 95%	 quantile	 cutoffs)	 were	 reproducible	 for	 quantile	 val-
ues	up	to	96%	(CMH	test)	or	97%	(Fisher's	test)	(Figures S12 and 

F I G U R E  5 Direction	of	migration	for	islands	versus	rivers.	Results	of	migrate- n	analyses	for	each	contact	zone	and	marker	class	separately.	
Relative	to	genome-	wide	patterns,	island	loci	tend	to	act	as	migrational	sinks,	and	river	loci	tend	to	show	directional	introgression	from	
one	lineage	or	the	other.	From	left	to	right,	each	group	of	four	boxplots	summarizes	the	following	migration	rates:	O → Ad,	Ad → O,	Ad → E,	
E → Ad,	where	E = Y-	East,	Ad = Admixed,	and	O = Other	(Y-	North/Y-	South/Y-	West,	depending	on	contact	zone).	Each	mutation-	scaled	
migration	rate	(m∕�)	is	summarized	by	median	and	95%	credible	intervals.	Arrows	indicate	strength	of	migration	from	O	(left)	to	E	(right).	
Shading of arrows is proportional to corresponding migration rates and scaled by minimum and maximum rates. ʹGenome-	wideʹ rates are 
based on 100 randomly sampled loci. Rivers are separated into two classes: �− and �+,	based	on	the	direction	of	introgression	(Figure 4).
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12 of 23  |     MAIER et al.

S13).	 Power	 exceeded	 0.95	 for	 these	 values	 and	 then	 dropped	
to	nearly	zero	at	 the	99%	 level.	The	only	exception	was	a	 lower	
level	of	maximum	power	 (0.6)	 for	Fisher's	 tests	 in	 the	EW	zone,	
which had fewer overlapping markers. To correctly reject the 
null	 hypothesis	 using	 a	 stringent	 99%	 quantile	 cut-	off,	 we	 esti-
mated	 the	 need	 for	 at	 least	 1.5–2.75× additional markers. Data 
set	size	 is	 limiting	partly	due	to	small	effect	sizes	 (proportion	of	
overlapping	markers)	which	we	estimated	 to	be:	0.09	 (EN),	 0.19	
(ES)	and	0.07	(EW).

3.8  |  Relation of islands and rivers to 
tadpole phenotype

The	 best	 model	 of	 tadpole	 length	 by	 stage	 was	 a	 second-	order	
polynomial	curve,	as	determined	by	lowest	BIC	score	(R2adj = 0.481,	
F(2,1702) = 791.2,	p < .001;	Table S2; Figure 9a).	Both	stage	(p < .001)	
and stage2	 (p < .001)	 were	 significant	 variables	 in	 the	 model,	 and	
a	Q–Q	 plot	 showed	 the	 residuals	 to	 be	 normally	 distributed.	 The	
GWAS	 between	 SNP	 markers	 and	 growth-	development	 residu-
als	found	10	RAD	loci	out	of	1302	with	− log10(p) greater than the 
candidate threshold of − log10

(

5 × 10−6
)

	(Figure 9b).	A	spatial	PCA	
based	upon	these	10	loci	found	91.6%	of	the	spatial	genetic	variance	

in	the	first	(65.1%)	and	second	(26.5%)	spatial	principal	components	
(sPCs).	The	first	sPC	is	divided	sharply	at	the	EN	contact	zone,	while	
the	second	sPC	shows	a	pattern	of	Y-	East	ancestry	 that	has	been	
spread	to	several	meadows	in	other	lineages,	particularly	the	Y-	West	
but	also	the	Y-	South	lineage	(Figure 9c,d).

None	 of	 the	 10	 loci	 influencing	 tadpole	 phenotype	 were	
strictly islands or rivers based on our originally defined thresh-
olds. However, we ranked them by quantiles of DXY and � to as-
sess whether they had potential to follow one pattern or the other 
(Table 2).	One	 locus	had	been	removed	from	 island/river	analysis	
due to missing data in key meadows. Seven of the other nine were 
above	 the	 90th	 quantile	 for	 islands,	 above	 the	 90th	 quantile	 for	
rivers, or below the 10th quantile for rivers in at least one contact 
zone.	 Interestingly,	one	 locus	 (C2952)	was	nearly	an	 island	for	all	
three	contact	zones,	and	a	river	for	the	EW	contact	zone	(Table 2).	
The	pattern	of	introgression	from	Y-	East	to	Y-	West	that	we	found	
for	 the	10	 loci	 (Figure 9d)	 fits	with	 the	extreme	negative	� value 
for	C2952	in	the	EW	contact	zone.	C2952	was	one	of	only	two	loci	
that successfully received gene annotation information and was 
identified	 as	 the	 phosphatidate	 phosphatase	 (LPIN3)	 gene.	 This	
gene	produces	an	enzyme	that	plays	a	crucial	role	in	multiple	lipid	
metabolic	 pathways,	 by	 catalyzing	 (regulating)	 the	 conversion	 of	
triacylglycerols to phospholipids, and vice versa.

F I G U R E  6 Outlier	loci	overlap	primarily	by	contact	zone.	Islands	and	rivers	share	a	significant	number	of	loci	within	the	same	contact	
zone	only.	(a)	Upset	plot	showing	the	intersection	of	six	categories	of	loci	(islands	vs.	rivers,	across	three	contact	zones).	For	each	
intersection	shown	in	a	column,	the	number	of	shared	loci	(intersection	size)	is	shown,	based	on	the	total	number	of	loci	in	each	category	(set	
size,	shown	by	histogram	on	rows).	Intersections	that	are	specific	to	a	contact	zone	(e.g.,	EN	Islands + EN	Rivers)	are	highlighted	in	blue;	no	
intersections	involving	all	islands	or	all	rivers	are	observed.	(b)	Results	of	pairwise	Fisher's	exact	tests	of	the	null	hypothesis	that	categories	
do not significantly overlap. Odds ratios are represented by the blue heatmap, and significant p-	values	are	shown	on	their	respective	box.
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    |  13 of 23MAIER et al.

4  |  DISCUSSION

We found Scenario S2 best explains the pattern of islands/rivers 
significantly	 overlapping	 within	 each	 contact	 zone,	 without	 any	
significant	overlap	of	either	islands	or	rivers	collectively	(Figure 6).	
However, at the level of gene ontologies, islands cluster together 
overwhelmingly	 (Figure 7),	 suggesting	some	predictability	 to	func-
tional	gene	networks	 involved	 in	divergent	adaptation.	Altogether,	
this means adaptation within lineages and adaptation between line-
ages are compatible processes, and likely synergistic in some cases. 
This	 is	 best	 exemplified	 by	 our	GWAS	 results,	 showing	metabolic	
adaptation for tadpoles appearing to involve a gene that is largely 
fixed	 between	 lineages,	 and	 yet	 introgressing	 from	Y-	East	 into	 Y-	
West	(Figure 9).	At	the	same	time,	some	islands	probably	bestow	hy-
brids with incompatibilities, given that islands are migrational sinks 
overall,	within	admixture	zones	(Figure 5).

4.1  |  Compatibility of adaptive introgression 
with the speciation process

Divergence	 islands	 in	 Yosemite	 toads	may	 underly	 climatic	 adap-
tations: previous work suggested that their lineages adapted to 

different	refugial	climates	during	the	Pleistocene	(Maier	et	al.,	2019).	
Linked selection of locally adaptive climate mutations can support 
coadapted	gene	complexes	(Feder,	Egan,	&	Nosil,	2012;	Feder,	Gejji,	
et al., 2012;	Nosil	et	al.,	2009;	Nosil	&	Feder,	2012; Via, 2012),	which	
may	erode	 if	recombination	overcomes	selection	pressure	 (Barton	
& Bengtsson, 1986; Samuk et al., 2017;	Yeaman,	2013).	Our	results	
show	that	significantly	more	river	loci	are	co-	opted	from	divergence	
islands	than	expected	by	chance	alone	(Figure 6),	and	this	pattern	is	
consistently	found	in	all	three	contact	zones.	There	are	several	rea-
sons that recombinant adaptation may be fueled by divergent adap-
tation. Transgressive segregation, or phenotypes more extreme in 
hybrids than either parent, is most likely for additive alleles that are 
extremely	divergent	(Rieseberg	et	al.,	1999, 2003).	Extreme	recom-
binant variation can be repeatedly and selectively filtered through 
the	F1	generation,	expediting	selection	at	loci	that	were	already	of	
adaptive	 importance	 (Hedrick,	 2013).	 This	 process	 could	 be	 par-
ticularly	potent	for	the	Yosemite	toad,	because	its	extremely	small	
population	sizes	(mean	Ne ≈ 30; Maier et al., 2019)	cause	natural	se-
lection to operate very inefficiently on novel mutations or standing 
variation.

As	 genome-	wide	 rates	 of	 divergence	 and	 introgression	 are	 in-
creasingly measured and compared, other researchers are finding 
positive	 relationships	 between	 locus-	specific	 levels	 of	 divergence	

F I G U R E  7 Gene	ontologies	cluster	by	marker	type	and	contact	zone.	Most	shared	gene	ontologies	(GO)	are	unique	to	island	loci.	
Hierarchical	clustering	analysis	based	on	log-	transformed	p-	values	of	GO	term	enrichment	or	depletion	in	each	category	of	loci.	Values	
representing	depleted	GO	terms	are	given	a	(−)	sign	to	polarize	enriched/depleted	values.	Increasing	shades	of	blue	show	enriched	GO	
terms	and	increasing	shades	of	red	show	depleted	GO	terms.	Marker	categories	distinctly	cluster	into	islands	and	rivers	(top),	whereas	GO	
terms	form	two	primary	clusters	that	include	(1)	the	majority	of	GO	terms	specifically	enriched	for	islands,	and	(2)	the	majority	of	GO	terms	
specifically	enriched	for	each	of	the	three	contact	zones	(e.g.,	EN	Islands + EN	Rivers	only).	These	GO	terms	are	highlighted	with	four	boxes.
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14 of 23  |     MAIER et al.

and	 introgression	 for	 many	 hybrid	 zones:	 for	 example,	 in	 butter-
flies	 (Gompert	 et	 al.,	 2012),	 house	 mice	 (Janoušek	 et	 al.,	 2015),	
budworms	 (Blackburn	et	al.,	2017),	 thrushes	 (Bay	&	Ruegg,	2017),	
and	 rattlesnakes	 (Schield	 et	 al.,	2017).	Analyses	of	whole-	genome	

data sets have found specific adaptively divergent trait loci that 
subsequently	 introgressed	 across	 species	 boundaries.	 For	 exam-
ple, Heliconius	 butterflies	 among	different	hybrid	 zones	 are	highly	
divergent at large effect loci that control mimicry coloration, and 

Broader (level 1a and 2) GO Categoryb

Specific GO Termsb only enriched in:

All 
islands

EN 
Zonec ES Zonec EW Zonec

BP Biological regulation 4 1

BP Cellular component 
organization	or	biogenesis

11 2

BP Cellular process 24 3 5 1

BP Developmental process 17 2

BP Growth 2

BP Immune system process 1

BP Localization 1 2

BP Metabolic process 9 2 1

BP Multi-	organism	process 1

BP Multicellular organismal 
process

15 1

BP Negative	regulation	of	
biological process

6 2

BP Positive regulation of 
biological process

4

BP Regulation of biological 
process

11 2 1

BP reproduction 1

BP Reproductive process 1

BP Response to stimulus 1 3

BP Signalling 1

BP Single-	organism	process 25 3 7

CC Cell part 8 3 2

CC Extracellular region 1

CC Extracellular region part 1 1

CC Macromolecular complex 8

CC Membrane part 1

CC Membrane-	enclosed	lumen 3

CC Organelle 8 4 1

CC Organelle part 7 3

MF Binding 8 1 6 1

MF Catalytic activity 3 2

MF Transcription factor activity, 
protein binding

3

Note:	GO	terms	that	are	unique	to	a	category	of	locus	(e.g.,	all	islands	only)	are	listed.	Specific	terms	
are	not	shown,	but	rather	summarized	at	the	level	of	broader	GO	term	for	brevity.	For	a	complete	
listing	of	specific	GO	terms,	see	Table S1.
aLev.	1	categories:	BP = biological	process,	CC = cellular	component,	MF = molecular	function.
bSpecific	and	broad	GO	terms	do	not	form	a	simple	hierarchy;	a	specific	GO	term	(e.g.,	aortic	
smooth	muscle	cell	differentiation)	may	fall	into	multiple	categories	at	Level	2	(i.e.,	cellular	process,	
developmental	process,	and	multicellular	organismal	process,	and	single-	organism	process).
cGO	terms	enriched	in	both	islands/rivers	of	that	zone,	but	no	other	zones,	e.g.,	EN	islands + EN	
rivers only.

TA B L E  1 Summary	of	gene	ontology	
(GO)	terms.
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    |  15 of 23MAIER et al.

yet some of these loci have introgressed adaptively between spe-
cies	pairs	(Baxter	et	al.,	2008; Joron et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2012; 
Nadeau	et	 al.,	2014;	 Pardo-	diaz	 et	 al.,	2012; Reed et al., 2011).	A	
similar pattern has been found for flower coloration genes in mon-
keyflowers	(Stankowski	&	Streisfeld,	2015),	insecticide	resistance	in	
mosquitos	(Clarkson	et	al.,	2014),	and	beak	morphology	in	Darwin's	
finches	(Grant,	2015;	Grant	&	Grant,	2014).	Clearly,	a	consilience	of	
examples	 in	 nature	 supports	 the	 idea	of	 genomic	 rivers	 co-	opting	
existing divergence islands.

Some aspects of theory may predict the opposite pattern, 
however. There are constraints on the genomic composition of hy-
brids, and thus on divergence islands amenable to adaptive intro-
gression.	For	example,	it	is	well	known	introgression	is	limited	on	
sex chromosomes, particularly in species with extreme heterog-
amety	(Coyne	&	Orr,	1989, 1997; Presgraves et al., 2003; Swanson 
et al., 2001; Turelli & Hoffmann, 1995).	This	is	presumably	because	
BDM incompatibilities accumulate on X or W chromosomes, where 
disruption of coadapted genes is severely limited by negative 

epistasis	(Presgraves,	2008; Turelli & Orr, 2000).	Moreover,	when	
hybrid genomes initially form, portions of the genome are con-
strained	to	come	from	one	specific	parent	(Runemark	et	al.,	2018).	
However these patterns may only reflect constraints on the most 
reproductively isolated portions of the genome, and not the vast 
majority	of	divergence	islands	(e.g.,	Taylor	et	al.,	2014).	Ultimately,	
it may be that only strongly selected islands with epistatic effects 
on	reproduction	are	refractory	to	adaptive	introgression	(Abbott	
et al., 2013).

It is difficult to estimate what proportion of islands in the 
Yosemite	 toad	 genome	 may	 confer	 reproductive	 isolation;	 the	
ddRADseq	data	set	in	this	study	only	represents	a	small	proportion	
of sites with limited gene annotation available. However, two of our 
results	may	shed	some	light	on	the	answer:	(1)	collectively,	islands	in	
every	contact	zone	are	migrational	sinks	(Figure 5),	suggesting	some	
islands	may	contain	speciation	genes;	and	 (2)	 there	 is	a	paucity	of	
fully fixed loci, so introgression may overcome reproductive barriers 
throughout most of the genome. It is also important to note that 

F I G U R E  8 SNP	effect	categories	differ	by	marker	type	and	contact	zone.	Balloon	plots	summarize	the	results	of	a	Cochran–Mantel–
Haenszel	(CMH)	chi-	squared	test,	and	a	subsequent	standard	chi-	squared	test,	on	the	independence	of	SNP	effect	category	across	contact	
zones	(a,	b)	and	marker	classes	(c,	d).	Panels	(a)	and	(c)	show	Pearson	residuals	of	the	standard	chi-	squared	test,	with	increasingly	positive	
values	(larger,	more	blue)	suggesting	a	positive	association,	and	increasingly	negative	values	(larger,	more	red)	suggesting	a	negative	
association.	Panels	(b)	and	(d)	show	contribution	(%)	of	each	cell	to	the	overall	�2 score.
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‘adaptive’	introgression	is	predicated	on	the	assumption	that	most	� 
outliers are not affected by drift, which is supported by simulations 
(Gompert	&	Buerkle,	2011, 2012).	Although	it	remains	possible	some	
rivers are flowing stochastically, this does not explain island/river 
overlap	consistently	found	across	all	contact	zones.

4.2  |  Predictability of adaptation

Intriguingly, we found that island loci are united by many common 
gene	ontologies,	despite	being	mostly	distinct	loci	(Figure 7).	If	there	
is stochasticity at the level of loci, but predictability at the level of 
gene networks, this favours the view that islands represent paral-
lel	 divergent	 adaptation	 (Stern,	 2013;	 Stern	 &	 Orgogozo,	 2008, 
2009).	 Other	 studies	 have	 found	 similar	 results.	 For	 example,	
house mouse divergence outliers also cluster by gene ontology 

(Janoušek	et	al.,	2015),	and	crow	divergence	genes	affecting	plum-
age	coloration	show	‘parallelism	by	pathway’,	not	identical	speciation	
genes	(Vijay	et	al.,	2016).	These	patterns	would	imply	that	although	
distinct loci are involved in genetic divergence, they might underlie 
related traits with polygenic inheritance. This raises the question: 
how predictable is adaptation in speciation, and generally?

One survey of the published literature estimates the mean 
probability for a gene to be reused in parallel or convergent ad-
aptation	is	0.32–0.55,	and	declines	with	age	of	divergence	(Conte	
et al., 2012).	 However,	 this	 high	 estimate	 may	 partly	 be	 biased	
from genes of large effect preferentially studied, when polygenic 
traits	of	smaller	effect	may	dominate	most	of	adaptation	 (Berg	&	
Coop, 2014; Rockman, 2012;	Yeaman,	2015).	Even	if	this	estimate	
were off by an order of magnitude, our results do not match any 
such pattern of parallel island evolution, at the level of individ-
ual	RAD	loci	(Figure 6).	It	may	be	that	our	short-	read	loci	obscure	

F I G U R E  9 Loci	associated	with	
tadpole growth and development. 
Loci underlying tadpole growth and 
development show spatial patterns that 
are	both	lineage-	specific	(island-	like)	
and	lineage-	introgressive	(river-	like).	
(a)	Best	polynomial	regression	model	of	
total	tadpole	length	based	on	Gosner	
developmental	stage	(summarized	field	
version).	Boxplots	show	mean	and	
interquartile	range	with	95%	confidence	
intervals	as	whiskers.	(b)	Results	of	a	
genome-	wide	association	study	using	
SNPs	as	predictors,	and	residuals	from	
the phenotypic model as the response 
variable. The two red lines represent 
ʹBonferroniʹ and ʹcandidateʹ thresholds. 
(c,	d)	Spatial	genetic	patterns	for	the	ten	
candidate loci, as calculated by a spatial 
PCA	(sPCA),	are	shown	for	the	first	
two sPCs. Percent of total variance is 
shown in the bottom right for each sPC. 
Squares	throughout	Yosemite	National	
Park represent sPC scores: more positive 
(larger/black),	more	negative	(larger/
white),	or	closer	to	zero	(smaller).
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parallelism at the level of genes, but this is unlikely given that 
loci	are	enzymatically	cut	from	disparate	locations	in	the	genome	
(Davey	 et	 al.,	2011; Peterson et al., 2012).	 Another	 possibility	 is	
that young lineages are more prone to parallelism by pathway than 
by gene. Rewiring of protein interaction networks is known to be 
an important driver of phenotypic change, by shifting the impor-
tance of individual genes without disrupting pleiotropic interac-
tions	 (Kim	et	al.,	2012; Stern, 2013).	This	pattern	was	 found	 in	a	
series of diverging stick insect populations: only a proportion of di-
vergent	SNPs	were	shared	among	all	population	pairs	and	reflected	
host-	plant	 ecological	 divergence,	 whereas	 the	 remainder	 were	
idiosyncratic	 SNPs,	 but	 shared	 gene	 ontologies	 (Soria-	Carrasco	
et al., 2012).	As	mentioned	above,	given	this	element	of	stochas-
ticity to island formation, there may be less bias toward developing 
strong reproductive isolation, thus increasing chances of adaptive 
introgression at a locus.

Thus, overall predictability in phenotypic evolution might not 
have a 1:1 relationship with genomic changes, which can manifest 
as	simple	mutations,	protein	interaction	shifts	(Kim	et	al.,	2012),	ex-
pression	differences	(Brawand	et	al.,	2011)	or	even	changes	 in	de-
velopmental	systems	 (Verster	et	al.,	2014).	This	could	explain	why	
predictability	 for	 single-	gene	 adaptation	 in	 bacteria	 (Gaut,	 2015; 
Roy, 2009; Weinreich et al., 2006)	does	not	scale	up	to	predictability	
at	the	level	of	speciation	genes	(Cutter,	2015;	Gaut,	2015; Mandeville 
et al., 2015).	Our	results	are	consistent	with	a	growing	number	of	ex-
amples that predictability in evolution can manifest at various scales 
in	the	genes-	to-	phenotype	pathway,	but	with	stochasticity	at	other	
scales. We found predictability for gene ontologies of divergent ad-
aptation, some predictability for a process of adaptive introgression 
co-	opting	island	loci,	and	stochasticity	at	the	level	of	individual	RAD	
loci	and	genic	SNP	effects	(Figures 6–8).	One	criticism	of	divergence	
island studies generally is that islands may simply be regions of low 
recombination that are unrelated to levels of adaptation and intro-
gression	(Cruickshank	&	Hahn,	2014).	However,	using	semi-	relative	
(ΦST)	as	well	as	absolute	 (DXY,	Maddison	and	Slatkin's	 ‘s’)	measures	
of	 divergence	 is	 the	 prescribed	 method	 of	 minimizing	 that	 possi-
bility	 (Cruickshank	&	Hahn,	2014;	Noor	&	Bennett,	 2009; Wolf & 
Ellegren, 2017).	These	measures	as	well	as	the	use	of	replicated	con-
tact	zones	to	test	for	adaptation	gives	increased	confidence	of	the	
results attained.

4.3  |  Consequences for Yosemite toad tadpole 
growth and development

Apparent	introgression	of	the	highly	differentiated	LPIN3	candidate	
gene	(Figure 9)	 is	very	 interesting,	because	 it	may	 indicate	the	 im-
portance of adaptive introgression for the evolution of desiccation 
resistance.	We	add	the	caveat	that	our	short-	read	RAD	sequences	
offer limited genic and genomic context, making annotation imper-
fect	and	adaptive	interpretation	speculative.	The	LPIN3	gene	plays	
a role in regulating lipid metabolism, and so one possibility is it regu-
lates the tradeoff between growth and development in response to 

a	drying	environment.	Yosemite	toad	tadpoles	in	the	Y-	East	lineage	
have been shown to possess faster development times than any 
other	 lineage	(P.	Maier,	unpublished	data),	and	so	this	trait	may	be	
spreading	adaptively	into	the	lower	elevation	Y-	West.	Lower	eleva-
tion toads face more intense selective death due to climate change, 
where	other	climate-	related	loci	such	as	MAP3K5	show	patterns	of	
adaptation	(Maier	et	al.,	2023).

The	 patterns	 found	 for	 RAD	 locus	 C2952—the	 locus	 that	
matched	to	LPIN3—should	be	followed	up	with	full	gene	sequenc-
ing to confirm the pattern found. Previous studies have found 
that	expression	 levels	of	thyroid	receptor	genes	(TRα and TRβ),	as	
well	 as	 thyroid	 hormone	 (TH),	 and	 corticosterone	 (CORT)	 explain	
the faster development and metamorphosis of certain spadefoot 
species	(Gomez-	Mestre	et	al.,	2013; Hollar et al., 2011;	Kulkarni	&	
Buchholz,	2012).	LPIN3's	putative	role	in	regulating	Yosemite	toad	
tadpole growth versus development during desiccation is consistent 
with	data	showing	that	faster-	developing	desert	spadefoots	reduce	
their developmental plasticity, and dramatically reduce storage of 
fat	bodies	(Kulkarni	et	al.,	2011).	Another	possibility	is	that	for	fast-	
developing	 Yosemite	 toad	 tadpoles,	 LPIN3	 variants	 keep	 growth	
rate	at	uniformly	low	levels.	Fast-	developing	species	are	known	to	
sacrifice variable growth rates in order to accelerate development 
rate,	at	the	expense	of	metamorphosing	much	smaller	(Richter-	Boix	
et al., 2011).	 Regardless	 of	 the	 exact	metabolic	 role	 LPIN3	 plays,	
it is part of a larger pattern of likely adaptive introgression for the 
Yosemite	toad.

5  |  CONCLUSIONS

Adaptive	divergence	and	introgression	may	be	more	complementary	
forces than currently appreciated. Clearly, they are separate forces 
that can act antagonistically, but our work supports the view that 
introgression between incipient species may build off the accumu-
lated differences in a constructive way. We showed evidence that 
admixture	in	secondary	contact	zones	is	a	probable	source	for	new	
adaptive	variation	in	the	Yosemite	toad.	More	specifically,	we	found	
evidence	 that	one	of	 the	Yosemite	 toad's	 lineage-	specific	 adapta-
tions—a	 metabolic	 gene	 underlying	 tadpole	 growth	 and	 develop-
ment—may	be	spreading	into	lower-	elevation	regions	with	stronger	
climate	change	pressure.	The	Yosemite	 toad	 is	under	great	 future	
threat from a warming climate, because it is a species that special-
izes	 on	 breeding	 in	 shallow,	 ephemeral	 snowmelt	 ponds;	 shifting	
snowmelt phenology and more unpredictable precipitation are ex-
pected	to	directly	impact	its	breeding	success	(Brown	et	al.,	2015; 
U.S.	Fish	&	Wildlife	Service,	2014).	 It	has	already	been	suggested	
that	 conservation	 managers	 should	 utilize	 hybrids—specifically	
advanced	 hybrids	 with	 well-	understood	 recombinant	 adaptations	
to	 climate—as	 a	 resource	 for	 conservation	 genetics	 (Hamilton	 &	
Miller, 2016).	The	series	of	contact	zones	in	Yosemite	may	be	a	per-
fect opportunity to use this natural process for conservation of the 
species, given additional experimental research into the fitness of 
advanced hybrids in nature.
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